
Britain and the IMF

The IMF gave three messages specifically about the UK during its just-completed 
Spring Meetings in Washington DC.  All are wrong.

First, that Britain is growing strongly and steadily.  
Second, that Britain proves that Chancellor Osborne's austerity has worked.  
Third, that Britain will not achieve the goal of balancing its budget by 2020.

On the first, the economy is certainly growing. GDP bottomed out as long ago as 
Spring 2009, and after surging from Spring 2013, output even surpassed its pre-
crisis peak that Autumn. In 2014 as a whole, GDP grew 2 1/2 percent. No quarrel 
there.

But steadily? Alongside this output growth, the external current account balance has 
deteriorated sharply, to a deficit of 5 1/2 percent of GDP in 2014, and it continues to 
rise now, along with Sterling. 

So Britain is growing, but not by paying its way in the world but by borrowing its 
way in the world.

Britain has done this many times before. The most recent such episode was during 
the decade to 2007. But on that occasion, as on all those earlier, such behavior has 
ended in tears either with growth grinding to a halt, or with a crash of one sort or 
another, or both. And with business investment now barely tracking GDP and 
labour productivity moribund, bombast to the effect that "the world is tripping over 
itself to lend to Britain" is just that, bombast.

Rather than laud Britain's growth, had the IMF been doing its job during these 
Spring Meetings, it would have cautioned loudly that the composition of UK growth 
is unsustainable, is deteriorating, and must be corrected soon.



The deterioration in the external current account deficit is also a key rebuttal to the 
second IMF proposition, that Britain proves that Chancellor Osborne's austerity is 
"working". But there are even more basic problems with this second claim.

Chancellor Osborne's 2010 "Long Term Plan" discarded his predecessor's softer-
gentler version, saying that the switch was necessary to secure an early resumption 
of solid growth. Not so. With the deficit brakes slammed on hard from 2010, GDP, 
though off its floors, only inched upwards. Only when the Chancellor took his foot 
right off the deficit brakes, from 2012, reverting to Chancellor Darling's plan, did 
GDP take off. 

Recent growth, externally unsustainable as it may be, may have had Chancellor 
Osborne's face on it, but, if it is the fruit of anyone's plan, it is the fruit of Chancellor 
Darling's plan. 

This is not just a matter of crediting the right man. It is about sending the right 
message globally about the dangers of overdoing austerity, an error for which the 
IMF has ostentatiously issued several apologies but which, in this way, it does not 
see fit to reflect in its latest messaging on the UK.

But there is a deeper issue still. Medieval medics believed that blood-letting cured 
much. When their patients revived somewhat after it, they doubtless intoned that 
their "long term plan" was working and should be completed lest the patient relapse. 
We now know better. The IMF should likewise. 

In that light, it is unclear that austerity, whether of Chancellor Osborne's or 
Darling's varieties, "caused" Britain recovery. It is far more likely that other factors 
entirely--perhaps decelerated household deleveraging or falling oil prices or broader 
adjustment to the post 2007 fall in Sterling--revived the patient, with withdrawal of 
austerity perhaps at most abetting the process. The IMF should be far more 
circumspect about asserting that austerity is singularly responsible.



And last, the IMF projects that Britain will fail to balance its budget by 2020, as 
some of the political parties seek. Frankly, who knows what might happen over such 
a distant horizon, not least given that Greece is again on the brink? 

Of far greater import than a speculative deficit projection for 2020 is the choice 
facing the electorate right now over the balance between lowering expenditure or 
raising taxation to secure any path for the budget deficit and public debt. The IMF 
would have done its job far more effectively had it highlighted the implications of 
those stark choices for the sustainability of UK growth in the years ahead. Instead, it 
provided total radio-silence on that key subject.

IMF work on Britain has long been dismal. It not only missed the decade-long 
antecedents to the post-2007 crisis, but it welcomed all the factors which led to that 
disaster. In 2010, it announced that with Chancellor Osborne's plan, "The UK is on 
the mend", only to have to withdraw that bluster two years later in the face of 
overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Then, adding insult to injury, after warning 
that Britain was "playing with fire" even with a return to Chancellor Darling's 
gentler plan, the IMF was forced into yet another apology when growth resumed. 
And now it makes this three-fold contribution during the 2015 IMF Meetings. All 
this is symptomatic of the IMF's broader failings in its Global Early-Warning role.

Just IMF politics? Perhaps, but the purpose of the IMF is to spot and ward off 
threats to the global economy. If it fails to do that again because of "IMF politics", 
then Britain will pay dearly—as it did through the financial and Euro Area crises—
for that failure. Given Britain's exposure to global risks, whatever else the various 
UK political parties commit to in this election, they should commit to fixing the IMF, 
politics and all. 
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